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a beautifully lame
poetic gesture

and yet it all seems

so endless

brigitte henry

Ohh..., can anybody see the light, where the morn meets the dew, and

EXTIMITÉ – ou – le désire de s’exposer

last fall I wrote

“Jackie,” a short story
Vincent
Tinguely

to be published this spring in
The Portable Conundrum.  
It is a piece of autobiographical
fiction — that is, it’s a story based on actual
events drawn from my life. In this case, from
my childhood. It had started as a hodgepodge
of memories — fragments — but as I cast about
in the still, deep lake of past experience, the
more I focused,

the tide rises, did you realise no

one can see inside your view,

the more I recalled, until what
I was writing began to take on a shape. It was
no longer disconnected bits; it became a narrative, with a theme, with episodes, and even a
plot. None of these elements were sought after,
nor envisioned. Rather, they came into being
almost of their own accord, as did the story
itself. And this is generally the kind of writing
I do, at least in terms of my ‘creative writing’
output. I find a poignancy, a depth, and a kind
of truth to this sort of writing that isn’t accessible if I attempt to write ‘fiction’. If I invent
characters, plots, themes; if I consciously construct a story, certain literary magazine editors
are delighted to publish them — but I am not
{}

I continued to question the world’s limit,
seeing the wretchedness of anyone who
is content with it, and I couldn’t bear the
facility of fiction for long :
I demanded its reality, I became...

did you realise forwhy this sight belongs to you,
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Ohh..., just set aside your

zsolt fekete

delighted, and worse, I become cynical regarding what passes
for literature in English-speaking North America. I think
there’s a sort of philosophy behind autobiographical writing,
but I’m not sure if the philosophy determines the writing, or
if the writing has given birth to the philosophy.
Autobiography did not immediately suggest itself in
my early development as an artist. Artistic output is part of a
continuum, and this is the case with art that has an autobiographical slant. Something led me in that direction — something ‘détourned’ my artistic development. When I first
heard the Ramones, I responded viscerally — that is, my body
responded in glee, my body moved, my body was me, I was
my body and I knew, for a change, who I was and what I was
doing. When I first heard the Sex Pistols hollering, “I’m a lazy
sod!” I discovered that I wasn’t the only person in the known
universe being consumed by his own rage. I felt a lifting of
the heart and an opening of the mind,
fears of life, with the sole desire, done it warning, done in now, this ain’t real,
– lyrics by Beth Gibbons of Portishead, from Strangers, 1994

afforded by contact with the
first-person-singular fury of Johnny Rotten, scribe and voice
of the Sex Pistols. I was hearing someone exactly my own age,
I was hearing the voice of a teenager who actually had some
clue as to who he was, where he was, and what the world was
about. I knew nothing about London, England, circa 1976 — I
found his strangled accent practically incomprehensible — but I knew I was hearing something real. Throughout my
high school years, I had listened to music that had no relationship to my own life whatsoever, and The Sex Pistols made
this fact painfully clear. I wasn’t Jon Fucking Anderson nor
was I Olias of Fucking Sunhillow. I wasn’t Bob Seger with silver in my beard lamenting the loss of my youth — I was only
seventeen! I wasn’t Bruce Springsteen roaring down Thunder
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Road with my gal in the passenger seat — I didn’t have a car,
I didn’t have a license, and I sure didn’t have a gal. I wasn’t
Bryan Ferry in a tuxedo crooning about his latest femme
fatale — I was a pimple-faced know-nothing punk. The Sex
Pistols killed my interest in a whole range of pop artists, and
gave me the desire for something more.
And so I first encountered autobiographical art as a
response to (and an attack upon) an intrinsically faked reality — a ‘reality’ made up of endless meticulously-constructed
fictions that combined in an overwhelming deluge of alienating, boring, bovine tripe and drivel. Culture had been
hijacked by modern / postmodern capitalist society in order
to erase, rather than affirm, our humanity, our agency. The
pop music world conspired with the film world, which conspired with the literary realm to fake me out — conspired to
frame me, force me into a mold, fit me into mass culture by
hook or by crook. Endlessly reiterating bromides — courtship,  
romance, marriage, children, family; the nobility and efficacy
on in this side of hard work; packaged forms of escape and entertainment;
obedience to authority; a mild but pervasive and compulsory
nationalism. All the creative energy of the society I lived in
went toward the incessant refurbishing and renovation of
these values — values absolutely essential to the maintenance
of a mass culture.
Individuality is a relative value. One cannot have real
‘individuals’ in a mass culture — one can only play out safe
aspects of a pseudo-individuality within the intensely conformist and rigidly codified social structures demanded by
a mass, hierarchal machine. (Just as cars change their style
from year to year, endlessly ‘new’, but they remain cars — the
essential structure of the infernal combustion engine hasn’t
been altered in a century.) If one is completely deprived
of the tools with which to become oneself — if one is endlessly bestowed with only the tools which will turn one into
a smoothly functioning part of this social mechanism — if
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Georges Bataille, from Oresteia, 1945

				   ...mad.

zsolt fekete
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one wants to disengage oneself from the continuous process
of manipulation and oppression that such a mechanism is
predicated upon — then for those too fucked up to follow the
rules, the only recourse is the self. The rest of the universe
might be locked up by the gatekeepers of knowledge, but
the self remains accessible to those who are willing to take  
the risk.
I’d heard the clarion call of artistic rebellion, but I
didn’t choose to become a rock musician. By then, I’d already
been practicing my chosen craft of writing for nearly a
decade — I was a writer, not a rock star. It was an encounter
with the Beat writers, specifically Kerouac’s On The Road,
that gave me the template for a personal revolution — a
way to turn my writing practice from being a potential
money-making vehicle — ho-hum — into a vehicle for selfdiscovery. Kerouac himself had walked away from a career as
a fiction writer to follow a tradition which he learned from
rebel French authors like Céline and Jean Genet — who, in
their turn had antecedents in Proust and Rimbaud. Having
discovered Kerouac, it was simply a matter of slowly, painfully unearthing all the branches of this particular artistic
genealogy. Again, paradoxically, I seemed to find myself by
reading about the specificities of the lives of these autobiographical authors.
The most essential aspect of autobiographical art is
that it lends access to that which can be known — that which
is not merely the manufactured ‘truths’ — propaganda — of
overarching hierarchal mass culture. The artist investigates
all aspects of the self — including all the refractions and
reflections of the wider world which pass through the self.
In other words, the artist makes explicit what each and every
human being experiences; the artist offers his or her own
subjectivity as a possible reflection of what each person
knows, or only suspects. It is a subversive art. It is an attempt
to arm the spirit of each individual with the tools of self{ 14 }

discovery. It is in doing the work that this is revealed to me.
One does it because to unpack oneself is to unfold the universe itself. Because the key to the general is in the specific.
Because if I am to know You, I must know Me. Because as
I proceed with my investigation I discover more and more
layers, more and more aspects of myself, until my pain is All
Pain, my joy is All Joy, my life is All Life.
The creation of fictions is the work of manipulators,
controllers. Governments constantly employ fictions in order
to control mass populations. All hierarchies depend upon
fictions because the truth is too messy, too complicated to fit
into the frame. Life is plotless, sprawling, uncontainable — so
goes the critique of autobiography. The craft of fiction is
required to slice off all the unsightly bits, render it into a neat,
bloodless package featuring no more than a handful of characters who bumble about in their little boxes (like soap opera
characters, like members of political parties, like employees
in workplaces…), constrained by the structure of the narrative to do whatever their author determines they ought to be
doing. This works for a society where we are raised to expect
to be told what to think. We gape like baby birds, waiting for
the juicy worms that the author, God, Papa, Pere Ubu will
shove down our hungry gullets. Given such a social scenario,
it is always a short step from the paternalistic manipulation
of the truth ‘for the good of the people’ by those in power,
to reckless criminality, regardless of the covering ideology.
Truth cannot convince the masses to continually act against
their own interests, whereas lies have led us to our current
impasse.
But one might imagine a world in which there are no
authority figures: no gods, no governing bodies, no one making claims on your autonomy. A world of people like yourself,
in which your only truth is your own point-of-view. That is
the world which you actually inhabit, once you lose your illusions, and autobiographical works of art point insistently in
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this direction. Their message is: “This is no longer a contest,
a hierarchy.” The voice of autobiographical fiction tilts the
author – reader relationship away from one of authority and
domination, toward a more ‘level playing field’. The audience
is confronted by an artist who is just another human being,
and in that confrontation, the audience must deal with their
own vulnerable humanity.
The implied goal of autobiographical art is to undermine mass culture at its roots — to attack all forms of authority that depend on illusion: political, religious, and cultural.
The implied goal of autobiographical art is to disillusion
its audience.

si clark
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nadia myre
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this is

this is
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john w. stuart, kevin yuen kit lo

IF NECESSARY:

CONSIDER THIS AN INTRODUCTION
john w. stuart & kevin yuen kit lo

Quite an experience to live in fear, isn't it? That's what it is to be
a slave. I've seen things you people wouldn't believe. Attack ships
on fire off the shoulder of Orion. I've watched C-beams glitter in
the dark near the Tannhauser gate. All those moments will be
lost in time, like tears in rain. Time to die.
Rutger Hauer, as Roy Batty, in Blade Runner

four minutes to midnight is a visceral reaction to
the encounters between:
typography and language,
language and culture,
culture and politics,
politics and fear,
fear and love,
love and sex,
sex and death.
Between 	 death and memory,
memory and the printed page.
In the wake of our sadness, joy, anger and hope.
This issue is dedicated to the birds...
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kajin goh

JULY 13
The night was long and tonight will be even longer.
We are under total siege. The sea is closed. Israeli war ships are lined up
from the South to the North. Nothing can move this way. They are getting
ready to bomb intensely. The airport is out of commission. Bombed at 6 in
the morning. All the planes ran away to Cyprus. And the only way in and out
is the road to Damascus, which Israel says it will bomb today.
The South is quite completely destroyed.
People are lined up at gas stations, supermarkets and bread outlets, like in
the worst days of the war. We are all stuck here, no one can leave and no
one can come into the country.
They gave a warning to the Southern suburb of Beirut where about 700,000
chia’ muslims live. They ordered them to leave because they will destroy it.
We expect it to happen in the night. Where are those 700,000 people,
along with all the others that have fled South Lebanon, going to go?.
Nobody knows, but the situation is bad.
They warned that they will bomb the casino and the electrical and water
plants.
They’ve just killed the only real source of revenue here, tourism. It was
expected that 4 billion dollars would come into the country this summer, all
the hotels and car rentals were fully booked. Now they are in a very difficult
spot. This poor little country, so little, is yet again paying the price of Zionism
and Jewish fascism. Israel is a bloody regime. I always defended their right
to be here, but today I see them as nothing more than arrogant murderers.
I’ll keep you posted. It isn’t a life threatening situation, not for us, not right
now, so don’t worry. These are like Roman times. I’m glad to be here. I feel
Lebanese again. And it’s good to write to you, I feel connected. At least until
there are no more phone lines. Which could be very soon. It’s already very
hard to call within the country.
kisses...
Ralph

brigitte henry

kathy bailey

JULY 17
They’re using phosphorous bombs, the assassins. It's illegal, a blatant war
crime. Bodies are arriving at the hospital and morgues with the meat melted
onto their bones.
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OILERS  by Vincent Tinguely

vilhjálmur ingi vilhjálmsson & anton brink

On average, every human on earth consumes
one and a half liters of water per day.
On average, every human on earth consumes
two liters of OIL per day.
On average, every human in North America consumes
eleven liters of OIL per day.
I came out of my house one day, stood on the second storey landing
and looked up and down the street. Cars lined both sides as far as
I could see; and I knew that beyond the horizon, the lines of cars
continued, on and on, moving and resting, forever and ever, amen.
And I thought, “There were cars when I was born, and there will be
cars when I die, and what kind of a world is this anyway?”
It’s what I call “The Deal.”
We agree to be infantile in our response to reality, in exchange for…
what?
For instance, the thrill I felt as a child, riding in my uncle’s big black
gas guzzler with the tail fins, as we pulled into an A&W drive-in for
the first time in my life, and it was just like on tv…
Or my TV moonshot child glee, or
Watching all those tons of Jumbo Jet coming down over my house,
trailing black smoke and roar and roar and roar…
And OIL was just there, like air, water, or earth, shoving me and
my family into our slot at the A&W, or shoving a rocket to the moon,
or shoving a jet through the sky.
It’s what I call “The Deal.”
The deal being, we can cry all we want about the war in Iraq, the war
in Columbia, the war in Afghanistan…
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but at the end of the day we’re all supposed to climb back into our
cars, and drive back to work. just like on tv. That’s the deal.
Caltex.
Gibson Energy.
Halliburton.
Phillips.
Royal Dutch / Shell Group.
Austral Pacific Energy.
B.P. Global.
I grew up on OIL, twisting the parked Volkswagen steering wheel
OIL, shuttling from one town to the next OIL, Richelieu plastic
ice cream tub OIL, tupperware, gas mower, car to mall, car to work,
car to school, car for work, car for pleasure, but car, always car, car,
car, car…
Southern Ontario, early eighties, we all smoked those oilers.
Those little glass tubes with thick greeny-black goo, heat it and
spread it on a rolling paper and smoke it with tobacco and all that
tar and nicotine and cannabinoids go coursing down into the lungs.
We’d smoke all those OILers and then tool around in Hackey’s old
car, southern Ontario, early eighties.
Callon Petroleum Company.
Occidental Petroleum Company.
Anadarko Petroleum Company.
Kuwait Petroleum Company.
Berry Petroleum Company.
Sandy was an OILman and he came to the east coast in the early
eighties when OIL prices were over thirty a barrel and offshore
exploration was just starting up, and who remembers the Rowan
Gorilla? Figured he could get on the offshore trip. He applied here
and there and he waited and he waited and he waited and he waited
and he waited and he waited and he waited and he waited and then
he went back to Alberta, where there’s plenty of OIL, plenty of
OILmen, and plenty of OIL jobs.
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Franklin was a sailor and he got a job with some OIL company
back in the early eighties and he flew out to Japan and came back on
a brand new supertanker that was three or four football fields long.
Then Franklin went north on a Korean-built ice breaker that cost fifty
million dollars and he supplied the OIL exploration platforms on
the Beaufort Sea. Until the third time he was almost killed on the job,
and then even two hundred dollars a day wasn’t enough to keep him
up there, and he came back to Nova Scotia and drove a milk truck.
As for the OIL platforms in the Beaufort Sea, when the price of
OIL went down again the OIL companies abandoned them,
abandoned tens of millions of dollars of equipment up there, it was
cheaper than getting them out again. All that shit’s still up there.
Western Petroleum Company.
Iraq Petroleum Company.
Teton Petroleum Company.
Petroleum Company of Trinidad and Tobago.
And it was OIL for the military, and OIL for the carnival, and
sleepy late night OIL for the parking lot job, and it was OIL for
the bus that went from east to west, and it was OIL for the city
buses criss-crossing Vancouver, and OIL for the minibus that
went from west to east again, OIL for every plane ride, train ride,
car ride, every bit of food I put in my mouth, OIL for every album,
cassette, CD, OIL for the clothes on my back, and it’s so normal
to fly three thousand miles, it’s so normal to think shrink those
distances daily, it’s so normal, it’s so normal, shit you buy at the
depanneur normal, Mission to Mars normal.
But OIL, always OIL, wake up with OIL and sleep deep at
night in dark pools of OIL. Breathe OIL, eat OIL, shit OIL
and fuck OIL. Love your momma and your papa OIL. Leaving on
a jet plane OIL. She’s got a ticket to ride OIL. Baby you can drive
my car OIL. Love is a stranger in an open car OIL. On the road
OIL. Fear and loathing in Las Vegas OIL. I get up every morning
OIL and look up and down the street OIL, every street’s lined
with cars OIL. OIL.
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Never mind the Columbian cartels, the Mexican narcodollars,
the Afghani poppy farms. OIL is the real drug, OIL is the
real addiction, the rest are just window dressing when you’ve got
PVC fetish gear OIL, plastic shopping bags blowing in the tree
branches OIL, seagull head trapped in plastic six pack rings
OIL, Greenpeace Ship Arctic Sunrise OIL, every slick new
computer DVD XBox something plastic casing OIL, flying flying
flying whether it’s to the WEF or to the WSF OIL, and gridlock,
gridlock, everywhere you look, gridlock OIL lock OIL.
China National Petroleum Corporation.
Turkish Petroleum Corporation.
Abraxas Petroleum Corporation.
CITGO Petroleum Corporation.
BHP Billiton.
OIL is a perniciously addictive substance. OIL and its
derivatives: kerosene (shoot those rockets into space for our TV
multiverse spy satellite convenience), gasoline (the crack cocaine of
the petroleum trade), plastics and polymers (see how far you get in
your day without a plastic fix).
Side effects of an OIL habit include: filth, grime, cars, concrete,
roadways, trucks, SUVs, motorcycles, automobile accidents, hit-andrun, drive-by shootings, car bombs, filth, Abrams tanks, Blackhawk
helicopters, cell phones, computers, suburbs, factory outlets, factory
farms, Wal-Mart, eighteen wheelers, eighteen wheelers, eighteen
wheelers, eighteen wheelers, eighteen wheelers, filth, stench, heat,
cancer, respiratory diseases, smog, road rage, tourism, Middle East
politics, OPEC, G8, Ken Saro Wiwa, Hugo Chavez, Ralph Klein,
George W. Bush, filth, Exxon Valdez, geopolitics, globalization,
economic growth, global warming, eco-collapse, melting polar ice
caps, severe weather systems, filth, Colombia, Ecuador, Iraq, Sudan,
Afghanistan, Iran, Georgia, Kazakstan, Nigeria, Burma, Alaska, war,
war, war, war, war, war, war, war, war, war, war, war, war, war, war, and
eventually, death.
It’s what I call “The Deal.”
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billy mavreas + lindsay foran

BLIND,
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BLIND...
BLIND,

the scar project

FEAR IS FREE

YOU WILL LIKE

MUSEUMS
A MELODRAMA IN TWO ACTS

le savvy albator
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ACT ONE

HEAVEN

February 27th, 2006: I’ve been dead for three days.
Each year, 57 million human beings go through the very
same third day.
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May 28th, 1985: Her legs wide open, I make my mum cry for the
very first time. A few minutes later, she dies. Had she known I
would hang myself 21 years later, she probably would have had
the abortion.
February 24th, 2006: Having queued for a bloody eternity, I reach
Heaven’s check-in desk. Behind a computer a man says ‘hi’ and
gives me two letters. One is signed by The Early 21st Century
Western Civilisation Bureau, the other by God’s Army.
“Heaven? Me? But I’ve committed suicide! Isn’t He supposed to
send me to some place a little bit more exotic, more exciting?
I want to have fun!”
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Dear Damien,
Sorry for the trouble. We know you had some painful issues to
deal with back there. We were not very nice with your first 20 years
of programming, but you must understand that society needs girls
and boys like you in order to remain slightly humane. Who else but
unlovable and oversensitive kids like you would make people feel
a little bit compassionate for The Other?
Consider yourself lucky. You could have been born in Sub-Saharan
Africa. Now that would have sucked big time. Chances are you’d
have died before losing your milk teeth or caught a nasty disease
before falling in love with the prettiest girl in the playground. Had
you lived past the age of 18, you could have become one of the 23
million HIV infected adults in sub-Saharan Africa the developed
world doesn’t give a toss about. Imagine that.
Now if you think we’re going to let you go back there for a few
hours so that you can pick up your Godspeed You! Black Emperor
CDs — dream on! It’s not as if listening to them made you a better
person. Your life might not have been very cool but you were not
programmed to die so young. In spite of your ugliness and sick
mind, you were supposed to find the love of your life next year.
She would have helped you through and made you see things in a
different light. You have no idea.
Obedient old folks will take care of you up here. Obviously, most
of them aren’t exactly Rock ‘n’ Roll. You’ll probably find eternal life
at 21 more boring and painful than what you lived back there, but
it’s not as if you could kill yourself again. You’re already dead.
See you around,
God’s Army
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According to my dad, I was made to love.

According to Arthur Schopenhauer, the life of a human has no
meaning save the price one pays for the crime of being born.
For years a human has to satisfy their needs, avoid disease,
fight misery, and protect himself/herself from the aggression of
others. All these efforts are essentially humiliating because the
ultimate reward one gets for living through all of this is ageing,
decrepitude and decay.
So, where do we go from here, Arthur? Well, according to him,
salvation can only be achieved through the rejection of the
desire for life, but not of life itself. It can be achieved, in part
by dedicating an awful lot of time and energy to great artful
tasks. Another way forward is to be genuinely sympathetic
towards our fellow man, to never condemn them, since we are
all suffering. In order to do so, he believed that mankind had to
repress and eliminate all forms of egoistic self-assertion and
aggressive competitive behaviour.
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Schopenhauer remained a bachelor all his life and had
affection for dogs alone. His bedroom walls were plastered
with dog pictures. He famously once said, “What I like in
dogs is the transparency of their soul. If it weren’t for dogs, I
wouldn’t want to live.” Well, that’s all well and good, Schopy,
but how is it that an acute misanthrope like you found solace in
a species that is so friendly with humans?
According to my dad, mum preferred cats.
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And I love my mum and I like Arthur and I find
disobedient characters full of contradictions
beautiful...

Extract from my blog, entry dated Nov. 14th, 2005:
I’ve just flushed the bastard down the toilet. I’ll wake up
tomorrow and be a different man. Nothing bad is going
to happen to me ever again. I can decide what’s good for
me. I can do what I want for myself. I’m strong. I’m free.
Adversity, you’re dead...
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Comment left by someone I’ll never take into my arms,
never make love to, never even hear from again;
comment left by someone, somewhere in a box on
our super interconnected system of boxes:
Your victories are so deceitful in the long run.
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Dear Damien,
So, you’ve finally made it. Congratulations! We never thought a
sissy like you could achieve greatness. It wasn’t enough to fuck
up your life, was it? You had to make a mess of your death too.
Enjoying heaven so far? Yeah, we thought not.
You were constantly starving for orgies and considered yourself a
hedonist of the first order. You thought it was the only way to make
you feel okay. Your way of dealing with the trauma of being born
was typical of a man who takes a lifetime to realise that happiness
lies in simple pleasures, not in the debauchery of the senses. See,
Epicurus never said that you should stuff as many drugs and as
much liquid and flesh as humanly possible inside your mouth
(and/or other orifices) in order to enjoy life.
Anyways, we’re not here to give you a philosophy lesson which
would be the antithesis of the Bureau’s ideas on how you should
have lived back there.
a) Have goals (see below)
b) Fuck people over
c) Pay attention to money
d) Be sexually attractive (to the opposite sex)
e) Work hard to pay for the share holder’s third Ferrari because
he’s the one paying your rent
f ) Keep in mind at all times that it is you against the world
You died at twenty-one with depression written on every one
of your rebellious and retarded teenage bones. Killing yourself
is the only grand gesture you’ve ever made. Your mum must be
very proud.
Kind regards,
The Early 21st Century Western Civilisation Bureau
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a) Jumped on my bed while listening to my
favourite music
b) Resisted fear and fell in love
c) Threw up at parties and once or twice on my
girlfriend too
d) Saw beauty and cried
e) Shared my strengths and my weaknesses
f ) Told the poor, old granny who lives next door
on the 6th floor that she could use my washing
machine instead of going to the launderette

I’m 21. And I’m dead. I’m a dead young man for eternity with
no hand to grab on to and no one to hold.
				     I should have fucked
with the programming more. Cut the labyrinth bushes. Escaped.
There are bastards here too. There are luminous hands there too.
Luminous hands we can feel.
I wasn’t alone.
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— Damien?
— Mum?
tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears
tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears
tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears
tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears
tears tears tears tears
		
— My son.
		
— Mum.
tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears
tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears
tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears
tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears
tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears
tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears
tears tears tears tears tears tears tears tears
				  — Everything’s ok.
				  — I can’t feel you, mum.
				  — I’m here. It will be alright.
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tears tears tears
tears tears tears
tears tears tears 1 suicide every 40 seconds
tears tears tears 1 suicide attempt every 3 seconds
1 million suicides every year
1,5 million suicides expected in 2020
(World Health Organisation 2001 world-wide statistics)

tears tears tears
tears tears tears
tears tears tears
tears tears tears
tears tears tears
tears tears tears
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ACT TWO

MUSEUMS
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We let them put plasters on our rotting cathedrals. We let them
convince us that we are sick of being human. Wouldn’t you rather
be a dolphin, a colourful tropical fish or a majestic tree today?
We let them... and from our sadness will grow a new foundation
and a loaded gun on every one of God’s lost limbs.
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I consume my life like a pig. As long as it’s well wrapped, easy
and quick to swallow, I will eat anything and I crave for more.
I never have enough. I am never satiated. I don’t have a mind of
my own. They call it a personality disorder.
Do I take the time to think about what I watch and read? Do I really
take the time to listen to music or share in my friends’ pains, joys,
fears and inhibitions? Do I take the time to agree or disagree? Do I
take the time to feel? Do I care?
My life is turning into a FAQ page with only yes and no answers.
Computer-generated. I let myself drift on an ocean of superficiality.
I don’t want to get involved. Nothing must touch me, nothing must
harm me.
And when I can’t take it anymore? When I can’t take it anymore
I turn to my dealer or my doctor and they give me perfect little pills.
Just like I give shots of anti-viruses to my one and only real friend.
Because we can’t afford to get sick and lost. We can’t afford to
have nausea. We must be switched on at all times.
And I must survive.
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I produce useless shit.
You produce useless shit.
You buy my useless shit,
and I buy yours. You get up
in the morning to satisfy
my craving for useless shit.
I am your worst enemy.
And I want you to fail.
We are in this together.
And we will fall together.
“Shut up!”
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Go to the museum.
Go see the art hanging
on dead white walls.
You will like museums.
They are quiet and odourless.
Once in a while,
you will like to think deeply.
You will like to think
you are part of something bigger.
You know perfectly well
“Shut your young white middle class mouth!”

you are a hopeless idiot,
but you can’t let other people see that...
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Last week, in the middle of the day, a crackhead
mugged me on a busy street. He pulled out a knife
and put it up against my throat. People didn’t make
a move, or call for the police.
They just crossed the street.

please, take me into your arms
let me take you into my arms

No, I won’t go to your museums anymore.
		  From one horizon to the next.

brigitte henry
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tao

JULY 21
Friends,
Many of you, if not all, have asked me at some point over the last 10 days
whether there was anything you could do, no matter how insignificant. Well
this is what you can do. Especially those of you in Québec, because you
actually have a chance to get things out of the media ghetto that is, as usual,
becoming more and more irrelevant, sinking ever so quickly into mindless
entertainment. They asked me what I’m eating... I’m eating shit! Why do they
want to know what I’m eating? Because it’s fucking entertaining. Because it
won’t stir up any feelings that might actually provoke reflection, or thought,
or anything that might bring you closer to an understanding of the urgency
of this situation. Not just mine, but yours as well.
For the first time, I can clearly see that what happens to “them” here is no
different than what will happen to “us” in Montréal and the rest of the oh-so
civilised world sooner or later. Because of the same politics and policies,
the same clever lies, the same old fears. Because of our silence. Because
of us. Yes, us, the young and the brilliant, us, the concerned and the caring.
Us, the losers.
What you must do is flood the media, flood La Presse. Wherever you can,
you and your friends and your friends of friends, flood them with the simple
demand; let us speak for ourselves. Let us tell the world what is really
happening. Demand that they stop trying to make us think this or that,
regardless of their good intentions, because we don’t give a fuck about their
bloodthirsty entertainments. Speak clearly to the conscience of people that
have been blinded by the overload of infotainment. Tell them that what’s
happening is not a film, not a nightmare, that what is happening, is really
happening. Not just here, but everywhere.
We need to stop being afraid (and this phrase will never become a cliché
as long as we are afraid). Our fear controls us, it leads us to lies, to terror,
to the idiotically comfortable and complacent way of living that will end up
annihilating us all.
I'm a Montrealer before anything else, even before being Lebanese, and
I know what the comfort of a city like Montreal can do to courage, to the
determination in the hearts of men and women. But It is no longer time for
comfort, if ever it was. Today, it's Lebanon, tomorrow, it's Quebec, it's global
warming, the end of oil supplies, the beginning of global environmental

disasters, the disappearance of clean water, biological warfare and
the oceans rising to meet us. You don't believe it? Well that's why
it's soon going to be too late. Tomorrow (and that's already today)
it will be the end of Bears and Belugas (please allow me to use
capital letters), of Whales and possibly Birds. It's the beginning of
hermaphrodite fish, of an age of need, the beginning of the end of
all that we know.
All this is the same. Don't fool yourself. We cannot allow ourselves
to be fooled. It's the same damn thing. Today I need you, but you
also need me, even more desperately. You need what I am feeling
now, what you too will feel tomorrow.
I can’t help thinking that our generation, with our apathetic
sympathy, our soft-spoken politeness and all our grotesque
silences, is going to be the last generation, bringing this planet
and all the peoples on it to it’s destruction.
Kisses to all of you, and I’ll try and keep you up to date as
best as I can about this worsening situation, that won’t stop
getting worse.

jordan gadapee

Ralph

john emerson
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FUGUE EIGHT
in which

THE CLUMSY ARMY FINDS ITSELF
DRIFTING AIMLESSLY TOWARDS
A MOVEMENT WITH QUICKNESS
-composed byJohn W. Stuart & Kevin Yuen Kit Lo
-playersJohn, Kevin, Audrey, Billy, Greg, Lindsay,
Sunil, Shawnda, Ingi, Cat, Vince, Tao,
Balcarres, One Gus, Zoion, Lisa, Shiri,
Anonymous 1, 2, 3 & 4
-a c c om pa n i m e n tGodspeed You! Black Emperor • She dreamt
she was a Bulldozer, she dreamt she was
alone in an empty field
Frankie Sparo • Akzidenz Grotesk
Thee Silver Mt. Zion Memorial Orchestra
and Tra-la-la Band • God Bless Our Dead Marines
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Prelude
1983

You rage across the city with Youth Action for Peace;
creative actions, passive resistance at the US embassy,
guerrilla theatre, and busting up Santa’s show at the mall,
wailing against war toys & militarism, security guards hunt
you down MAD with safari dreams — never mind the cruise
missiles — seems that talking is worse than killing in this
town. On Parliament Hill at a passionless rally, hosted by
Operation Dismantle, it’s an afternoon tea with songs,
placards, and plaintive speeches. The YAP punks are not
welcome here, looking far too aggressive, even with the
half-day workshop on civil disobedience.
YAP dissolves; moves to Toronto. Drugs, pending charges
for the Vancouver 5 rally, outside Litton, we scream, chant
and leer, chased down by three cars. The cops zeroed in on Avy
and dragged him in guerilla style. When Shawn threw himself
on the hood they pulled him off by his feet, head crashing to the
pavement. More blood than at the S.C.U.M. gig, and teenage
angst take their toll. Barely two years and the office is
closed. There’s nowhere to go now, but into the arms of
a Catholic girl and the clench of insecure love. You join a
band, you walk away, you forget — almost. It’s still there,
popping up at inopportune moments. Breaking the glass of
literature, love, and making money. and I am now but a
misnamed common face
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prelude
1992

My first love was naive and painless. I was 14, but feeling
10, immersed in a world of swords and sorcery. We were ‘just’
friends for many months before that night in the cemetery,
when she finally grabbed my hands and placed them onto
her breasts. Even after that, it took a good while for the
realisation to really sink in. “Me, you, us?” Throughout the
relationship, my hands, lips and hips were guided by hers.
I followed obediently and enthusiastically, but once I finally
arrived at that sacred place called comfort, I found I had
nothing left to say. I felt an insurmountable desire to leave,
to get out, with trophy in hand. So I did.
That first betrayal, it’s absurd in its simplicity.

I often dream   I am not stark {and thin}

Even then I knew that many more were to follow, and
they came from all sides. We’re all guilty—but none
were more pure than that first dismissal. I remember
sitting at my dad, the shrink’s, office, slowly hanging
up the phone wearing the smirk of victory.
A little over a week later and I was torn apart. I would
stay that way for years to come, dramatic and lonely.

I am not clean
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Oh three twenty four ninety eight. Julian is born.
Silent and without tears.
In the elevator on the way down to the special care unit
his eyes wide open
and I realised it wasn’t just about me anymore.

Flee, but while fleeing, grab a weapon.
You want to be a design star, a Neville Brody / David Carson clone.
Playing cool with type and images. A cultural star armed with a
Neue Helvetica glow. Waiting to ditch the shitty job, the shitty
town. Waiting to make a mark. Until, there it is, the trigger;
Adbusters #27, with James Victore’s dead Mickey on the cover.
Urgent yellow mellows the mind. What was I thinking?
Art? Style? Wake up already, this isn’t a game. It’s a war.

Summer two oh oh one. The left and leaving. It was torn apart.
Life felt so dramatic and lonely — it would stay
that way for years to come.
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Then the drugs, music, more drugs, art school, and eventually
the dull plodding throb of a day job.
...but isn’t that what you always wanted?
to be left alone forever unchanging,
cradled by drink and your imagination,
well, I’m sorry baby,
but she’s long gone
and the world is fucking real...
9 years into the grandiose lie of self-presevation.
A20 Quebec City (2001) Bathed in tear gas, we
made snowballs and threw them at rows upon
rows of riot cops.  We danced around massive
tribal fires and pounded the guardrails with
pulled up concrete. We ate Haitian food and
poutine and had heated conversations about
neo-liberal media and sex. But mostly, despite the
deafening chorus of “walk, don’t run...”, we ran.
and then it wasn’t just about me anymore.
and

I
could
really
use
some

thing… nana na naa na na naa naaa na dada da daa da da daa da
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I found my way back to dissent through the allure
of type. Through the curves, bowls, and jagged
edges. It awakened my awareness of the fragility
and malleability of words. Typography gave me
the courage, the will and the means to begin
writing again.

k
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S
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S
&o

is this order paradise? is our silence democracy? are our voices our own or mere ventriloquism?
why do we feel silenced? 		
am i not shrill? letter spaced…defaced
traced erased…i am Trajan and flintstone all in one place…i am magma water spit and sleep. i
am triumph and the trail of history the trail of blood that is progress. i am invisible and powerful
beyond belief. close your eyes you can see me. my form haunts your mind. i am the instance
you stand up and say…
If no one else is defining the terms...

S
S
S
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February 15th, 2003
Don’t forget. We froze for hours on the streets of Montréal, marching
solemnly, yet chanting gleefully. The media’s eye may have blinked for but
half a second, but tens of millions in every corner of the world remember
marching in their own streets, moving against war, while knowing that
tens of millions elsewhere were doing the exact same. People took to the
streets in every city on this planet. Never in the whole of human history
has anything like that happened before. Don’t fucking forget that.
Then you will say that the invasion still happened, that millions more still
die and starve and slave under empire’s boot. That they will keep invading,
in every corner, for every dollar, taking every little life they can take along
the way.
And I will say it’s a long march...

...but i dreamt we was all beautiful and
		
but i dreamt we was all beaut
				
but i dreamt we wa
							
but i
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and the Romans want me back,
and I’ve been errant;
all the errata were not apparent.

FREQ---------------UENCIES

+ + + + + +
strong
iful and strong
s all beautiful and strong
dreamt we was all beautiful and strong...
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strange comfort
walking through

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

or a sweaty handprint
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AND

+

In Mile End alleys,
dry and cracked lips
		
sing wanton songs
trembling echoes
				
carried onwards by

ss

o

o

nn

ww

+ + + + + + + + + + +AND
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

t tr raa cc teer ss a cooe f fs

t h e c r o w d
t h e c r o w d
o f t h e c r o w d

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +THUS
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

« Je te donne mon appuis... »
« Merci... »

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + E N D + + F R E Q U E N C I E S + + + +
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and now
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perversit
y low volume
paranoid dark eye’d try’s

“ lost a friend
to cocaine, couple friends to smack
troubled hearts map deserts
		
and they rarely do come
back...”

fuck
over the bed

in these
—

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

frozen
staring at
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streets

there’s

the wall

staring at

nothing

to see

the window

—

back to

the wall

in

back to

these

the wall

frozen

streets

back

to

fearfully

the
the pull

facing

wall
of all

—

sad

my

addictions
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angry
I will not

—
how sick

bored

forget

frantically
I am

scribbling

these words:

from fueling
sick of a system
the division
and the distrust
I won’t forget
I won’t forget
always

capitalism
based on
of ourselves
of others
how sick I am
we are all
other

another day
another night

wisped
in the useless

away
west coast town

ass is

whipped

I’d rather

forget
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smashed head

on floor

cut mirrors

in white lines

the dirt

on your face

it’s too late now

isn’t yours
my reflection

wet

and sunken cheeks

I think and

—
grins back at me

trace the
I must draw

walls are

with yellow teeth

tracks
the line

race raindrops

on the

window pane

here again

and again

against

dreaming of
all my addictions

the
these words:

carousels
–sad, angry, bored–

wishing
frantically thinking

porcelain horse

was real

please

take me back
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to your place

take me

to your room

and fuck me

take me

at my word

{ — and the stroke just pleases — }

take me

home

and tell me:

   clouds are not as grey as they seem
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But
it’s too late now

stumbling home, popping
genocide on late night television
genocide

all the moments we’ve lost

our words
are static
a fingertip on a lip
I have to...

and the pump cracked nipples blood    
a billion tv’s glittering

I have to think about these things

horrible is horrible

like a dance

† † † † † † † † † † † † † up
still                          

ll—arms spread

against the wa
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pulling gyourself
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thinking
it will come
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you

you ask
but
question

one
what
went wrong?
answer,

answer,

the inevitable:

weapons down.
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DEATH TO THE

you closed your 			

UNHAPPY

eyes…

quake and tremble.

†
†

welcome home.
†

†

†
†
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There’s the door. Outside. Desire’s a fine trap. Desire is a noose.
		

Fuck’d and sagging. A noose to jump hoops through,

again and again. The cites feel empty, “I desire!”
screamed from the rooftops. and the light has left our eyes.
Like a two year old’s first ‘mine’. Language shudders under
the weight of irony. Theme song of the north.
We are mute — Hold tight I say — as the carbon night stretches out.
†
†
†

“ lost a friend to worry
and lost a friend to wealth
lost a friend to stubborn pride
and then I lost myself.”
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The Lonesome Lark
The Wild Mare
∑
at one end: blood-flecked teeth.
the other: a faint cry.
no, wait... but... yet... ≥ill...
desire is will
ca≥ again≥ ≥asis.
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Back to the wall back
to the wall. Just knock
down and walk. Know
each step like it's you
last. Choose the word
you'd use to explain lo
Hear your feet fall sol
Rocks. Remember th
they were born to be
Remember the lies w
managed to destroy a
how many more stan
in our way. These boo
are made for kicking.
Kicking against the p
Shake off the artifice
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k to the wall back
k the fucking thing
w
ur
ds
loss.... but I dreamt we was all
and
beautifulstrong
lid.
...
hose who believed
slaves.
we've
and see
nd
ots
g.
pricks.
e. Grumping boots
A hungry father will feed his child, whether in flesh
or seen in the back of a spoon. A life beyond is happening
whether you hear it or not. Li≥en. It's a choice – we're taught
to forget that – remember the choice. Remember the fir≥
snow in Montréal, the ashen late autumn hushed by a crisp
white skin. The city swathed in scarves and virginal boots
trundling through the warm huddled ≥reets, and the
knowing smiles of ≥rangers.

but I couldn't think of the adje≤ives
my age of reason flooding me
in that midnight of John
as we floated over the water of moon
light the round powdered face of its man
with rocket ships and flags we unleashed the
Bruce Lees we un
leashed.

Faizal wrote this week, he's overseas another year and
I miss him dearly. I remember the summer his mother died
(she was grace and wit and beauty), we were in the woods
with Dith & Oph, smoking too much pot, and jerking off
in the lake at night- watching our spunk drift over the dark
water, like clouds. While rowing around, I ran out of ≥eam
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as the waves picked up. We drifted to shore, laughing, but
ended up on the wrong side of the lake. Faiz rolled up his
khaki's and towed us back. I think he buried one of his
mother's dresses in the woods. I wish I could hear his
laugh again.
Tiamat rising, triangles falling... my sweet imaginaries,
where did you go?
what is it that has excluded us?
what is it that has isolated us?

my echo sounds in riddles. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
a noose—a coil—on wearied ears.
what was it I meant to say?
what was it
plural and tolerant.
				
Each character
in every face, a million hopes, dreams, and memories.
Fir≥ ≥arved, then pawned off to become in≥ruments of
truth, power and authority. The eroticism of language has
been ≥randed in fields of revolutionary violence, reca≥ as
trophies for those with the bigge≥ guns. Sawdu≥ ≥uffed
heads, mouths pried open,
tongues
		
gently
		
removed.
think of a single word
shorn from its prote≤ive shell
with exposed edges, its ≥ems and bowls
fuck’d and sagging
worn by breath.
...and ≥asis ...................................
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···········

A Movement with Quickness

{

............. is ≥ones ca≥ against will.

be the wild mare
mane ablaze
untameable
yet penetrable
be praise be
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}

······

Hello, · · · · · · hello?· · · · It's me. · · · · · · · · Grab everything, it's time. · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > Hello, > > hello?> > > > > >
·····

· · · · I'll leave the window open for you. · · · · · · · · · · · · · Fuck, it's about time... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
> > > The tree's are lurching forward with the weight of ice. > > > > > Come on, come on. > > >
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · I've missed your comforting words. · · · · · · · Let's walk together again. · · · · · · · · · ·

> > > > > with the whispering, howling, weeping, full lips.> > > > > > > > I've missed your voice, > > > >
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· · · · · · Dawn is breaking on all the places we shouldn't be. · · · · · Move on, move on.· ·
> > > > > > It's me. > > > > > > > Leave everything, now is the time. > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > >

Yes, you, · · · · · with the militant, humanist, sad, pretty eyes, · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
> > > > > > > > I'm shutting the door on this fucking place... > > > > > > > Yes, you, > > > > > > > > >

·············

· · · · · · Let's walk for the rest of our silly lives, · · · · · we'll see how far we can get. · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

> > > > dreaming and laughing. > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > Let's talk a while. > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > >
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···················································

Listen, · · · · now closer, · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

> > Let's let our reckless speech carry us towards understanding, > > > > > > we'll see how close we
· · · · · · · · · · · · beyond the din of the polished and the greedy,· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
vacant and cold. > > > > > > > > Past the yellow haze of shop windows and streetlights, > > > > > > > >
······································································································

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
······································································································

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
······································································································

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · the streets aren't really so silent and grey.· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · And above us, · · ·
can come. > > > > > > > > >

Look, > > > > now further ahead , > > > > > > > > > the streets aren't so

· · · · · · · · I can hear the  flutter of wings cutting through this early sky.· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
> > > > > > > > > > you can see the flock rising above the steam and into the soft sky. > > > > > > > > > > >
·····································································································

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
·····································································································

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · keep wa lking,

> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > this isn't poetry a n ymor e
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AUGUST 11
Friends, things are bad,
The Israelis are committing genocide. In a month they have committed
countless war crimes and crimes against humanity. They have destroyed
this country structurally, economically, psychologically, and they are not
finished. We should pity these Chosen Ones, for the Chosen Ones are
great criminals.
I will not send you the latest AFP or Reuters pictures. I don't believe you
have the nerves to look at them. I also don't believe that from Canada, you
can even begin to understand what Israel is doing here. I cannot sleep. I lie
here awake every night, it's exhausting. No one sleeps. Everyone has yellow
faces. Mediterraneans with yellow faces in the heart of summer!? Everyone
makes mistakes. The cashier rarely gives me the right change. Our heads
are elsewhere, surrounded by, immersed in, daily acts of genocide.
We are now at the end of fuel and gas. Hospitals have already begun to
close. Electricity will shut down as of Sunday. In two days! Try to imagine a
whole country without gas and electricity. Imagine your daily routine, what
you eat, drink, drive, and imagine the catastrophe. Add constant bombings,
day and night, an hermetic siege, 1,000,000 refugees, and the beginnings
of great epidemics such as cholera and typhoid. Imagine Israel, with it's
butcher god, strangler and assassin, preventing a Red Cross boat from
docking at Tyr, a city they have already destroyed from the sea and the air
(for they were too afraid to even set foot in it). The cowards.
Cana, Shiyyéhe, Balgh and a dozen more villages with bizarre names have
been annihilated. Imagine these villages, with houses, trees, schools and
playgrounds, churches and mosques, even a stream if it was lucky, reduced
to a pile of ash. Humanitarian convoys have been bombed, first-aid workers
killed, cars filled with families fleeing their homes targeted and destroyed.
These are clearly crimes against humanity. The evidence is far too evident.
I write these words as bombs and missiles fall around me. Buildings
collapse and lives are ended. It is already too late, so much has been lost.
What awaits Lebanon after this madness is even greater than the madness
itself. My computer has only 20 minutes of battery power left. I have two
candles, and if on the Plateau, candles are romantic and cozy, here they look
like two mournful eyes trying in vain to light an endless night. It's infective.
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There is the reawakening of something buried here; a terror that is grabbing
at the throats of another generation; the children of the 1975 war, the ones
who grew up under bombs and missiles, the refugees, the children of the
diaspora. Twenty years later and they are no longer children, but the parents
of children, and they are panicking. I see it in the eyes of my friends. Fathers
again have to find ways to get their children away from here, so that they
can have an education, so they can be safe, so they can simply survive.
This generation was robbed of their childhood, they have worked their entire
adult lives for the promise of better days, and just as that promise was to
be fulfilled, they have been robbed yet again. By the time Lebanon recovers,
they will be too old to start again. They're suffering just as their parents
suffered. It is the morbid art of ruining the lives of not only one generation,
but of the next, and the next after that.
I saw the prime minister cry, and I tell myself that he cries because he is a
man. I tell myself that a man who doesn't cry must be very dangerous. I saw
him cry and I suddenly realised the immensity of what made him cry. I saw
in his tears the whole country on its knees. They say, "your prime minister
cried." Yes, he cried. Thankfully, he cried. But when a prime minister cries
while pointing his finger at barbarism, the barbarians must truly be barbarous.
I therefore take a clear stand against the state of Israel, which for the last
month has been a vile terrorist and criminal state (and I am speaking only
of Lebanon, if one were to open the door to what they have done to the
Palestine...). Israel is a criminal state that must be judged by the world for its
crimes against humanity. It is a fascist state with no limits to its savagery.
I am not for Hezbollah, but I am definitely against Israel. There is a difference
and I hold on to it as I do my life in these times of war. I accuse the Israeli
state of anti-Semitism (the Lebanese being Semites), of racism, of mass
murder, of crimes punishable by death, nothing less. If God resembles them,
then I don’t want to die. And if I die, I want to go directly to Hell. I’m sure to
find better company down there.
I name and accuse them. But I am out of words, my vocabulary is poor
considering the pace of this war and destruction, poor in the face of such
cruel inhumanity. They have called everyone around them terrorists. Enough
of this mediocre propaganda. It is not because I call you a rat that you are
one, or that I am not one myself.
No one is really alive here anymore. There are only ghosts.
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THE RED JACKET
joshua mensch

To get out of the building without being seen, I take the
central stairs to the service entrance on the ground floor and slip out
into the narrow, windowless alley separating the back of the gym
from the music rooms. It’s cold and raining and there are no eaves
under which to hide from the weather once I round the corner of the
gym, but at least I am out of sight. Huddling against the wall, I dig
my hat out of my bag, and then bury the rest of my face under my
collar. Finding the cigarette I discovered earlier under the door of a
classroom, I search my pockets for a lighter.
As soon as I find it, I hear footsteps in the alley. Almost automatically, I start down the embankment toward the bleachers at
the edge of the soccer field where it is possible to crouch unnoticed
while I wait for whoever it is to appear and then pass out of sight.
But as he rounds the corner, the gym teacher stops to light a cigarette and leans against the wall of the gym, lifting his face and closing his eyes as the first drag enters his lungs. He might be out here
for a while, and the bleachers, though high, are hardly deep enough
to hide me for much longer. My knees are already starting to hurt.
I stand up and move over to the edge of the bleachers where the
rain seems to come down less heavily through the seats above me.
When he opens his eyes, the gym teacher spots me immediately and
nods in my direction. I give him a short wave, more like a salute, and
then look off toward the trees on the other side of the soccer field,
letting my eyes wander up the short, steeply-wooded hill to the
single white house at the top. Through the November fog it looks
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like the pale, wrecked ghost of a ship cresting the summit of a slow,
black wave.
I hear the gym teacher call out to me, “Is it any drier under
there?”
Aware suddenly of the dampness over my breasts, my shoulders,
my back; of the cold, wet patches joining and spreading down my
jacket, the different kind of fabric wetness makes, I reply neutrally,
“Not really.”
It occurs to me that it probably makes no difference to a gym
teacher whether or not I am in class. Casually swinging out from
under the bleachers, I saunter back up the embankment to where he
stands, waiting for me without a trace of surprise on his face. He is
tall, and not so old, I notice, almost attractive in his tracksuit, which
makes him look athletic despite the small mound of belly, the beginnings of a gut, just above his waist.
As I approach him, I remove the crumpled smoke I found earlier
from my pocket and let it dangle between my fingers, hoping he’ll
ignore the rules and offer me a light. He shakes his head and smiles,
then takes a fresh cigarette out of his pack. He kisses the unlit tip of
it against the one still in his mouth and offers it to me, handing it
palm down to keep the rain off it. I fit my own back into my pocket.
“Last one, eh,” he guesses.
“Yeah, looks like it,” I reply, a little more curtly than I intend.
For some reason, I feel like calling him “Coach,” in the affectionate sense, but resist the impulse, instead mumbling “thanks”
as he re-lights my cigarette with his Bic. The sting of the first drag
erases whatever urge I have to grab his whistle and blow on it.
Straightening my back, I look off across the soccer pitch to where
something red — a red jacket — briefly flickers through the underbrush before disappearing entirely into the grove of trees on the
other side. In a moment of what my last therapist, Dr. Gordon,
would call “associative recognition,” my pulse quickens: Julian.
“You say something?” The gym teacher looks quizzically at me,
cocking his head to one side as if waiting for me to continue. But
whatever daze I must have fallen into, I snap out of it.
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“What?”
“I thought you said something. Julian…”
Noticing the rain has stopped, I take off my hat and shake my
hair out. A large drop splashes onto the crown of my head, soaking through to the skin. I look up and notice that the line of the roof
above me is still dripping ferociously.
“No, I didn’t say anything,” I reply.
“Must’ve been the wind playing tricks again.” He looks down and
toes a piece of gravel with his shoe.
On the field itself, slick pools of water have formed in the long
grass, reflecting a wide, gray swath of the sky. No one has cut or
played on the field for weeks. At the far end, where the driveway
meets the street, a school security guard sits in his car waiting
for someone, anyone, to run by and remind him of why he’s alive.
From the corner of my eye, I notice something red blip through the
bushes. It vanishes the moment I focus on it. Julian had a jacket that
colour. He was wearing it the day he disappeared.
“What’s the best way out of this place?” I ask, scanning the trees
near the road.
“Graduating, I guess.”
“I meant off the property.”
“I know what you meant.” He looks at me and smiles. “You could
take the stairs up the hill on the other side of the building, but you
might be seen from the office. Or you could cut across this field here
and then climb up that slope” — here he points to a faint cut line
in the trees, like a path up the hill — “right over there. Creek might
be big now, though, with all this rain we’ve been having. But once
you’re across, it’s easy. Just go up and follow the fence around to
the street. Just don’t go left once you get there or the fella in that car
might get you, if he ain’t asleep. That’s what we used to do when I
went here, anyway.”
“You went here?”
“Yeah, it’s not something I generally publicize.”
Stamping out his cigarette, he scans the length of the roofline
until he spots what looks like a gap in the drips and suggests mov{ 123 }
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ing down a bit. For a moment, it almost seems to make a difference,
and he offers me another smoke.
Lighting another for himself, he asks, “So, what grade you in,
anyway?”
“Ten.”
“No, really? Thought you might be a senior or something.”
“Really?”
“Yeah. Well, you look older, anyway.”
“Thanks. I feel older. I guess I’ve…” I search the gravel for a reason not to spill it all out. “I’ve seen some weird stuff.”
“I’ll bet you have,” he laughs — a little too forcefully, for I blush
and turn away the moment he holds out his hand. “Jim Mackey.”
Annoyed by his condescension, I make Jim wait a moment
before half-offering my hand in return. “Sam,” I reply, looking away.
“I like your hair, Sam. Goes well with your skin.”
My hair is black with a reddish sheen I added later — a mistake
that left it stringy, impossible to brush without crying and the roots
have already grown out enough to leave a narrow band of blond
along my part line. Jim is full of shit; it looks awful. And now it’s
wet, flattened against my small, oddly angled skull.
I don’t respond to Jim’s compliment.
“So, you’re in grade ten, eh,” he tries again. “That would make
you…?”
“The same age as everybody else in my grade,” I reply flatly.
“Well, it was lovely meeting you, Sam,” he says. “But I think I’m
gonna go for a little walk, get out of here maybe. If you’d like, we
could — ’
“I was actually thinking… I might just…” I pause, cautiously taking in his expression.
“Go into town, hang out at the mall, meet up with friends?” He
finishes my sentence with obvious accuracy.
“Go home.” I look directly at him this time.
The smile on his face seems pained, suggesting embarrassment,
as he impulsively sweeps my hand into his, practically enveloping it,
and raises it up to his mouth to kiss it. My hand flinches away from
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his lips. He kisses the air above my wrist instead. When he looks up
he seems offended, but I notice the shadow of my head on his chest.
The sun has appeared behind me, forcing him to squint.
“Well,” he clears his throat, “see you round then, I guess.” Briefly
re-scanning the roofline, he steps back and raises his hand over his
eyes and then starts walking back to the corner. “Don’t get snagged
by that cop.”
“Sure. Definitely.” Though I try to sound cheerful, the words
come out flat.
He turns away and a shallow snort, like a laugh, exits his nose.
I can’t tell if it’s meant for himself or for me. When I remember to
thank him for the smokes, it’s too late. Jim rounds the corner with
a quick stride and disappears into the alley, leaving only the hollow
echo of his footsteps on the walkway behind him.
I am alone again, to my relief, though I can’t help wondering if
Julian isn’t hiding somewhere, in one of the trees maybe, watching
me, waiting for me to decide what to do next: ditch class, or go back
inside and wait for the bus. There are only a few periods left; if I
leave I won’t really be missed. But at the same time, if I take the gym
teacher’s advice and cut through the woods, there’s a chance I might
run into him there.
Such coincidences are not uncommon in this place. Alicia got
lost following Mr. Wayne’s directions to the bonfire last summer
only to have him “rescue” her a few hours later on the wrong side of
the lake. And how convenient was it for Mr. Reeve to “accidentally”
walk in on Mitsuko in the bathroom during drama class right after
someone had spilled coloured water on her blouse? “Just checking
for smoke,” he apologized. As if.
Mom’s right, you’ve got to be careful as a girl. She’s right even if
it isn’t really me she’s thinking about when she says this. It was my
little brother, Julian, officially missing for three years next Sunday,
who should have been more careful when he accepted a ride from a
stranger less than half a kilometer from town. Our neighbour, Mrs.
Kenzo, was driving home in the opposite direction when she saw
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him climbing into the cab of the pick-up — an old, or just rusty,
green, maybe blue, Ford; she was going too fast to see the driver.
Mom was ready to kill him when she found out he’d hitched a ride.
Sitting in the kitchen, she waited up for him till dawn, terrified that
someone had already beaten her to it.
Around noon, the police returned. They had taken Mrs. Kenzo’s
statement, as well as the statements of our other neighbours, trying
to shed more light on the details that were still missing. Had any
of them ever seen a truck like that on their road before? Had any
of their own children been offered rides in the past few weeks,
maybe by the driver of a different colour Ford? After the police finished reading the statements out loud to my mother — one by one
they read them as she sat there silently, her hands gripped over her
skirt — they asked her if anything seemed out of place, contradictory to her own observations.
“No,” she replied, and waited for them to continue. But there
wasn’t anything else to say; they had little more than a vague
description of a standard-issue pick-up in a county filled with
trucks. They would continue looking, they promised her, and hope
for a lucky break. After all, one of them pointed out, there are often
patterns to certain crimes; it was probably only a matter of time
before another boy got taken.
They got their lucky break a few months later, when teachers
spotted a man in a red ball cap lifting a small girl over the fence of
a schoolyard and chased after him. The man had tried earlier to pull
a boy over the fence, but the boy had bitten his hand and got away.
This time the man himself only narrowly escaped, having parked
his truck at the curb with the engine running. It was a green Ford
with a blue hood, the doors splattered with mud and dirt, which the
teacher closest to it recognized. “That’s Deputy Gold’s truck!” she
called back to the others. “Deputy Gold from Charlotte, Oldie’s boy.”
Less than an hour later, their luck had broken in half. After a
three-minute stand off with the local cops outside his father’s hunting cabin, three kilometers south of town where the spruce barrens
turn into marshland, Derrick Gold, a sheriff ’s deputy from the next
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county, shot himself in the head. Three other boys had been taken
since Julian disappeared, and one girl. Until that afternoon, ten-yearolds across the province had been kept under lock and key. When the
police arrived Gold was waiting for them on the porch with a shotgun across his lap. “Good luck finding her,” he laughed, and then
lifting the gun to his chin, he blew his own hat off.
When they searched the property, all they found were three dead
Dobermans, each with a shot to the head, and a few bone fragments
scattered throughout the woods. When the lab reports came back,
only the missing girl’s remains had been identified conclusively. A
clump of her hair had been found in the stomach of one of the dogs,
and her blood matched the blood they had found on an axe in the
shed. Though the bones were human, no identity could be given to
them. All they knew was that they had belonged to children, and
didn’t date back very far. Logic filled in the blanks. A special team
came down from the city and spent a week searching the bogs for
larger remains, but they found nothing. The dogs had eaten everything, they concluded, and so the search was ended.
My mother made arrangements for a funeral. It was a short
ceremony. A casket of bones, weighted with flagstones, was lowered
into the ground in the gated cemetery behind our church. I read a
poem I had written for Julian, titled “See ya round, Bro.” My mother
winced when I got to the part about the funeral itself, calling it “a
joke, wish fulfillment to the extreme / like looking away from an
open wound and calling it closure / it still won’t stop you from bleeding.” Afterwards, she hissed at me to find a ride home with someone
else. Mitsuko asked Mrs. Kenzo to drive me, and after having dinner
at their house, I stayed the night. Mitsuko and I became friends.
It didn’t matter to Mom that I knew he was alive; that I had seen
him with my own eyes. It didn’t matter that his picture, his name
would remain on the national bulletins of the missing until he or
his body was found, that he might be recognized or even recognize
himself somewhere down the line. The local cops were done with
him, and so she was done with him, too. It was incredible. Whenever
I mentioned Julian’s name she ignored me or walked out of the room.
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For a while, it seemed all she wanted was to die, and I was in her way.
She might have, too, if I hadn’t found her once, already passed out,
with a small, orange bottle of tranquilizers uncapped in her palm
and an empty glass beside her on the nightstand. I decided never to
mention his name around her again.
When the red jacket reappears across the field, directly opposite me
this time, I don’t let it out of my sight. I follow the walkway to the
end, past the corner of the gym, in order to keep track of it. I don’t
care, at this point, if someone sees me. Julian was ten when he disappeared, wearing a red jacket and carrying the sandwich I’d made
for him. He was going off on one of his “quests.” He wanted me to
come, but I was too busy doing my own thing to accompany him.
To keep up, I angle across the field, paralleling the jacket as it
moves rapidly through the underbrush like a blinking, red light.
“Even if he has been malnourished,” my therapist once probed, “even
if the jacket you remember him wearing the day he was taken still fit
him, do you really think he would still be wearing it today? Wouldn’t
he just as likely have a new one by now?” “Yes,” I told him. “And it
would be red.” “No other colour?” “He only wears red.” “Wears?”
“Fine : wore. But it was his favorite colour. He wouldn’t wear any
other.” The damp grass is spongy and deep, like mud under my feet.
My shoes are soaked through, weighing me down. It’s like a dream
in which I can’t move fast enough, even on open ground. No matter
how hard I run, I can’t keep up with him. Still, it would be foolish to
take them off.
When I reach the edge of the field I stop and listen. There, somewhere to my left, I hear something rustling.
 	 “Julian?” I call out, softly.
A twig behind me snaps. I whirl around, then look down at the
branch under my right heel, both ends angled up like arrows.
Again I call out, more softly this time, “Julian? It’s me, Sam.”
With a small gust, the wind shakes free the rain from the leaves
above me, making a sound like skittles being poured into a hand. A
flicker of something red darts past the corner of my eye, and I call
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out sharply, “Julian!” and rush after it, only to catch sight of a cardinal flitting through the thicket of the canopy.
Whenever I see him now, I keep it to myself. Whether it is on the
highway in the back of a passing car, or two floors below me at the
other end of an open mall, I don’t say a word, I just watch from a
distance and absorb what I can for later. If I ever get too close he
disappears.
Less than a week after the funeral I saw him in a park. A man in
a yellow scarf was leading him by the hand around the rim of a duck
pond. At one point they stopped and the man puffed on his pipe
while my brother held out bread for a swan. They almost looked like
father and son. It wasn’t until he looked in my direction and suddenly started crying that I knew for certain that it was him. I called
out and pointed, “There he is! Julian! Look!” But Mom refused to
look. “No more lies, Samantha!” she shouted. “Not one more word.”
Again I pointed and screamed, “Mom, please look!” and again she
refused, this time slapping me across the face. “Your brother is dead,
Sam!” she howled. “Do you understand? Dead. Buried. In a grave.”
She locked her arm around my waist to stop me from going after
him. By the time I broke free and ran to the pond they had gone.
If only she had seen his hair, I thought, like a black nest on top
of his head, or met his eyes, as I had, black and wide, recognizable
from any distance; if only she looked at the way he was walking, his
knees lifting in a delicate march, his red jacket zipped, as always,
right up to his face; if she had looked she would have had no choice
but to believe me. It was him, unmistakably. But she refused, and
so he disappeared unseen into the trees. When I returned to where
my mother was sitting, she got up and walked back to the parking
lot. Without a word she got in the car and started the engine. I had
barely climbed in when she put the car in gear and started off, banging my finger in the door. The whole way home I glared at her forehead in the rearview mirror, staunching my sobs with my sleeve.
I see it again. Larger this time, not a bird, but a person. Ahead
of me on the ground is a person. I move forward slowly. The underbrush is dense and my hair gets tangled in the branches. Somewhere
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in the distance I hear a name being called. It almost sounds like
mine. If it is I won’t listen. Ahead of me, behind a thicket of bushes
and fallen leaves, the red patch stabilizes, holding still long enough
for me to stop and knot my hair behind my head without losing
sight of it.
Losing sight of him.
My brother. Kidnapped, taken away, and now returned. Whom I
always knew was alive, who as a ghost would have definitely haunted
me if he had died: we had promised each other that, at least. My lost
little brother. So close now. Just on the other side of this bush. My
brother. Behind this bush he is there. I can see his jacket, I can hear
him breathing. He is there. His body was never found.
He lets out a weak, raspy whine, as if he’s hurt.
I pry open the thicket.
“Julian?”
I tear the branches out of my way and rush forward. Then I see
him. He’s on the ground curled up, his jacket covering his whole
body, his face. I cover his body with my own. It is small.
We are small.
“Julian, Julian, Julian…”
I am sobbing.
His body under mine moves, struggles to be free. I pull the red
fabric off his face. It takes a second for my eyes to adjust before I
see it.
A dog. A little brown dog with large black eyes and a red Superman cape sashed over his collar, the sail tangled in his legs.
I feel... robbed.
“It’s a powerful process you can’t let win if you want to preserve
your mind,” Dr. Gordon once warned.
I stand up. Then bend down again and unwrap the fabric from
his legs.
“Of course, doctor, I understand,” I told him.
Someone’s missing dog. Skittering into the underbrush, then
stopping and waiting for me to come along.
“I get it now,” I said.
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Now I understand.
Associative recognition, signification, a sign.
My brother is the dog, is the end.
This dog is leading me to Julian.
I must follow my brother to the end.
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JOHN W. STUART NOLITE TE BASTARDES CARBORUNDORUM

J.
   i see frailty you've inherited in the way you carry
your hands to your face when sleeping. it's the
shadow behind yr eyes, some mornings, when dropping you
off — and watching the walking away with the opening bars
of Air on G — transposed to a minor. leaving you
behind, looking, walking, looking...
               if only you were better armed & shielded
against the screams at midnight, the jeers, the
systemic erasure of ... jude
               but isn't this too harsh — too young?
daring or foolish of me to
allow the black to seep down your throat?
               there is time enough, it will come, in
swells — relentless ~ tidal ~ insistent.
               or was i right? it's happening now...
by proxy of education, of insipid social engineering —
fitting in means shedding limbs... i am sure you sense
that...
   i see it in your eyes watching the faces, and i tell
you — relentless — insistent — that there is no joy in
that acceptance. that it will never
work that way for you
— and that is good. it's beautiful like the way you
hold my fingers, bending pulling for a connection
to me that you already have and cannot lose...
   hard wired..
in the shadow
   behind my eyes.
is the protection you
   inherited.
   love j.
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love letter after the fall
kevin yuen kit lo

To my one.
Beautiful and Strong.
You have killed me. Despite everything I have overcome in the
past, it seems it is a remarkably easy thing to do. All it took was
a quick blade to the back and the setting of wolves at the gates.
The noise of their mournful barking is the last thing I hear. It was
an easy thing to do, and for that I can forgive you, as I would any
woman, man, or other sad little creature. These are actions abiding
by the laws of scarcity, in nature, as in our capitalist society. An easy
target. We are nothing without context.
As I die, a litany of my own actions and inactions races before my
eyes. I am gasping. A vision of you graces me, the perfect lines you
cut against the light, the softness of your skin. I see you smile and I
realise that my death is not that valuable and I could die a hundred
deaths, if only to die again. Perhaps I can do this because of my
name, which simply means old, that I was born near death, that
much closer to crossing the threshold, yet that much wiser to know
when and how to come back. But I doubt it.
I will learn to die and to die again because of love, because of that
simple notion of purity that I had refused to believe in, regardless of
your countless attempts to convince me otherwise. I must answer to
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your beauty, your strength, and your constant questioning. I have
no choice. Never before had I felt the warmth and softness that I feel
inside you. Never before have I felt my hand held so tightly, bone
against bone. And never before had I believed the promise that I see
in your eyes — even as they turn away from me — I will smell the
sweetness of your neck and lay a kiss upon your shoulder to seal that
promise. Again and again. I have never spoken such true words as I
do to you.
In response to the wolves you have set loose, I decide, here and now,
as I write these words, that I will not let my death turn me towards
hatred and spite and guilt. The world suffers too much already.
Whatever laws govern these reactions, I will break them, with all
the strength that I have left. As the deer does not hate the wolf, I will
follow a different law.
I remember the cannon you sang to the music in my head as we
stumbled up St. Laurent boulevard towards the Mile End. It blends
into the howling of wolves.
...
I am being melodramatic, one of my worst traits. And I am being
honest, one of my best. I am not dead and you are not forgiven,
not yet. This is all written outside of context, in the margins of what
is real. Words do not take into account Fucking and not... fucking.
They cannot convey the taste of you on my lips and tongue, the
feeling of your body writhing underneath me or the sounds of your
moans mixed with the heat of your breath. And they cannot imagine
the softness of your lips given to another.
But the margins will inevitably move us closer to the center,
where we will pause. make choices. and begin again.
I love you.
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